Folded bikes are now permitted on all HART buses and HARTFlex vans.

Just a few courtesies to keep in mind:
- Big bikes go on the rack - Maximum wheel size for folding bikes is 20 inches
- Be ready - Bikes must be folded and bagged before boarding the bus
- One seat per customer please – Folded bikes go underneath the seat or in front of the customer
- Safety first - Motor-powered bikes are not permitted inside HART vehicles or on bus/van bike racks

HARTFlex vans are now equipped with bike racks.

Same bike rack rules apply:
- Each bus and van bike rack accommodates two bikes
- Only single-seat, two-wheel bikes are permitted
- If the rack is full, customers should be prepared to wait for the next bus or choose a location to lock up their bike

Bikes on Buses
It's Simple:

1. SQUEEZE
2. LOWER
3. LOAD
4. SECURE
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